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A report of progress in spintronis-related works involving group III nitrides is given emphasizing

ontraditory opinions onerning basis harateristis of these materials. The atual position

of magneti impurities in the GaN lattie as well as a possible role of magneti preipitates is

disussed. The question whether the hole introdue by the Mn impurities is loalized tightly on the

Mn d-levels or rather on the hybridized p-d bonding states is addressed. The nature of spin-spin

interations and magneti phases, as provided by theoretial and experimental �ndings, is outlined,

and possible origins of the high temperature ferromagnetism observed in (Ga,Mn)N are presented.

Experimental studies aiming at evaluating harateristi times of spin oherene and dephasing in

GaN are desribed.

PACS numbers: 5.50.Pp, 71.55.Eq, 72.25.Rb, 78.66.Fd

INTRODUCTION

Semiondutor spintronis aims at developing mate-

rial systems, in whih novel mehanisms of ontrol over

magnetization in magneti ompounds or over individ-

ual spins in semiondutor nanostrutures ould lead to

new funtionalities in lassial and quantum information

hardware, respetively. Today's spintroni researh in-

volves virtually all material families. However, parti-

ularly interesting appear to be ferromagneti semion-

dutors, whih ombine omplementary funtionalities of

ferromagneti and semiondutor material systems. For

instane, it an be expeted that powerful methods devel-

oped to ontrol the arrier onentration and spin polar-

ization in semiondutor quantum strutures ould serve

to tailor the magnitude and orientation of magnetization

produed by the spins loalized on the magneti ions.

This paper intends to supplement previous surveys on

spintronis [1℄ and ferromagneti semiondutors [2℄ by

presenting the urrent status of spintronis-related works

involving group III nitrides. In partiular, we will spe-

ify some unique properties of these ompounds, whih

make them promising materials in the this ontext. We

will then disuss results of relevant theoretial and exper-

imental studies. It will be emphasized that the �eld is

highly ontroversial, even in the ase of the arhetypial

ompound (Ga,Mn)N. In fat, divergent models reviewed

in this paper onern suh basi harateristis of this

ompound as: (i) the nature of eletroni states assoi-

ated with the presene of the magneti onstituent; (ii)

harater of the dominant spin-dependent interation be-

tween the Mn spins; (iii) the origin of high-temperature
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ferromagneti phase observed in this and related systems.

We will also brie�y desribe experimental studies aim-

ing at evaluating harateristi times of spin oherene

and dephasing in GaN. On the other hand, in a sense

spintroni light emitters, involving f-shells of rare earth

elements, will not be disussed here.

WHY NITRIDE DMS?

There are spei� properties of the nitride-based di-

luted magneti semiondutors (DMS), whih an result

in a partiularly high value of the Curie temperature.

First, the small lattie onstant leads to large hybridiza-

tion between the valene orbitals and the d shells of the

magneti ions. Hene, the spin dependent interation

between the valene band holes and the loalized spins,

whih ontrols the strength of the arrier-mediated ferro-

magneti oupling, an be espeially large in the nitrides.

Seondly, a destrutive in�uene of the spin-orbit inter-

ation on this ferromagnetism is redued signi�antly in

materials ontaining light anions. These onsiderations,

supported by theoretial modelling within the mean-�eld

Zener model, led to the predition that the Curie temper-

ature in the Mn-based nitrides should exeeds 300 K, pro-

vided that it will be possible to develop materials ontain-

ing su�iently high onentrations of both valene band

holes and substitutional Mn ions in the d

5
high spin on-

�guration [3℄, as shown in Fig. 1. The question of harge

and spin states of magneti impurities in the nitrides will

be addressed in the next setion. By ontrast, we will not

disuss the issue of p-type doping as ertainly a number

of papers in this volume addresses this question in de-

tail. We remark only that the hole onentration an be

enhaned by interfaial pyroeletri �elds. Furthermore,

there is some additional �exibility in pushing up solu-

bility limits of both dopants and magneti elements, as

the epitaxial growth of ubi and hexagonal ompounds

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0306483v1
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FIG. 1: Computed values of the Curie temperature for various

p-type III-V ompounds ontaining 5% of Mn in the S = 5/2
high spin state and 3.5× 10

20
holes per m

3
(after [3, 4℄).

involves, in general, di�erent rystallographi surfaes.

ELECTRONIC STATES OF TRANSITION

METAL IMPURITIES; GAN:MN

Aording to the internal referene rule [5, 6℄, the po-

sitions of states derived from magneti shells do not vary

aross the entire family of the III-V ompounds if the va-

lene band o�sets between di�erent ompounds are taken

into aount. In Fig. 2, adapted from Ref. [7℄, the data

for III-V DMS ontaining various transition metals are

olleted. The symbols D(0/+) and A(0/−) denote the
donor and aeptor states, whih orrespond to the trans-

formation of the triply ionized magneti ions M

3+
into

M

4+
and into M

2+
ions, respetively. Obviously, the in-

ternal referene rule may serve only for the illustration

of hemial trends and not for extrating the preise val-

ues of the ionization energies. Moreover, if the aeptor

state lies below the top of the valene band, the ground

state orresponds to a hydrogeni-like aeptor d

N+1
+h,

not to the d

N
state. Importantly, band arriers intro-

due by suh magneti ions an mediate exhange inter-

ations between the parent spins. Obviously, energies of

hydrogeni-like states follow the band edges, and by no

means are desribed by the internal referene rule. An

example of an experimental study aiming at harateriz-

ing Mn states in GaN is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 summarizes ionization energies of the Mn a-

eptor level (Mn

3+
/Mn

2+
) aross the III-V family, as

evaluated by various authors from measurements of op-

tial spetra and ativation energy of ondutivity. A-

ording to the disussion above, the Mn atom, when sub-

stituting a trivalent metal, may assume either of two on-

�gurations: (i) d

4
or (ii) d

5
plus a bound hole, d

5
+h.
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FIG. 2: Approximate positions of transition metals levels rela-

tive to the ondution band and valene band edges in various

III-V ompounds (adapted from [7℄).

FIG. 3: Temperature dependene of photoondutivity spe-

tra of GaN:Mn. The absorption, whose onset is marked by A,

is interpreted as photoioniztion of the Mn aeptor-like state.

The temperature dependent peak B is interpreted as aeptor

photoionization proess involving internal transitions within

the Mn ions and thermally ativated proess haraterized by

an ativation energy EA ≈ 0.3 eV (after Graf et al. [9℄).

The experimentally determined ionization energies or-

respond, therefore, to either d

4
/d

5
or d

5
+h/d

5
levels.

It appears now to be a onsensus that the Mn d states

(t2 and eg symmetry) reside in the valene band of anti-

monides and arsenides. Thus, in these materials the sub-

stitutional Mn ats as an e�etive mass aeptor (d

5
+h).

Suh a view is supported by eletron spin resonane, pho-

toemission, optial studies as well as by relatively small

Mn onentrations leading to the insulator-to-metal tran-

sition [2℄. The ground state has the t2 symmetry, and

its energy is determined by both Coulomb potential and

"hemial shift". The latter results primarily from hy-
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FIG. 4: Approximate positions of the aeptor Mn

2+
/Mn

3+

levels relative to the valene band edge in various III-V om-

pounds (adapted from [10℄).

bridization between Mn and neighboring anion states,

whih aounts for the valene band o�set at high Mn

onentrations.

In ontrast to antimonides and arsenides, the situa-

tion is muh more intriate in the ase of phosphides

and nitrides. There is a growing amount of optial data

indiating that the Mn gives rise to the presene of a

mid-gap eletron trap in GaN [8, 9℄, as shown in Fig. 3.

However, it is still unertain whether the relevant state

has d

4
(S = 2) or d

5
+h (J = 1) harater. In parti-

ular, ESR measurements on GaN:Mn reveal only a line

spei� to d

5
(S = 5/2) Mn enters [9, 11, 12℄ whih are

always present owing to a relatively high onentration

of ompensating donors. Even if the ompensation is not

overwhelming, the absene of other lines an be explained

within either of the models, as both d

4
and d

5
+h states

ontain an admixture of orbital momentum, whih make

the Zeeman splittings sensitive to loal strains. Further-

more, a muh greater optial ross setion is observed

[8, 9℄ for intra Mn

3+
exitations omparing to the ase of

Mn

2+
harge state. This is atually expeted within both

senarios sine in ontrast to the d

5
ase, the transitions

within d

4
or d

5
+h multiplets beomes either spin or par-

ity allowed. On the other hand, the d

4
model appears to

be supported by the ab initio omputations within the

loal spin density approximation (LSDA), whih points

to the presene of the d-states in the gap of (Ga,Mn)N

[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄. However, the above interpreta-

tion has reently been all into question [10℄. In has been

noted that a semi-empirial LSDA+U approah is nees-

sary to reonile the omputed and photoemission posi-

tions of states derived from the Mn 3d shell in (Ga,Mn)As

[19, 20℄. This implies that the Mn d states reside pre-

sumably in the valene band of GaN despite the 1.8 eV

valene band o�set between GaN and GaAs, as shown in

FIG. 5: Low temperature magnetization of Ga1−xMnxN mi-

rorystals (A) and bulk rystals (B) with 0.0028 ≤ x ≤ 0.096
showing paramagneti behavior with week antiferromagneti

spin-spin interations (after Zaj�a et al. [41℄).

Fig. 2. Within this senario, a large hole binding energy

results from the exeptionally strong spin-dependent p-d

hybridization in the nitrides. Interestingly, the resulting

harge transfer state has a harater of a small magneti

polaron, and it is reminisent of the Zhang-Rie singlet

in uprate superondutors.

SPIN-SPIN INTERACTIONS AND ORIGIN OF

FERROMAGNETISM

The status of experimental searh for high T
C

ferro-

magneti semiondutors has reently been reviewed [21℄.

Usually, epitaxy is employed but in Warsaw two meth-

ods for growth of bulk rystals [22, 23℄ and one yielding

mirorystals [24℄ are now being used in order to ob-

tain (Ga,Mn)N and related materials. Aording to EX-

AFS spetra, the Mn oupies primarily substitutional

position [25℄. In general, magnetization of (Ga,Mn)N

onsists of paramagneti and ferromagneti omponents

[26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36℄. Comprehen-

sive studies of the former [41, 42℄, suh as those pre-

sented in Fig. 5, demonstrate the presene of antifer-

romagneti spin-spin interations, haraterized by the

nearest neighbor exhange integral |JNN | ≈ 2 K, about

one order of magnitude smaller than that in Mn-based

II-VI DMS [43℄. The ferromagneti omponent is not

always present but in some samples it an involve up

to about 20% of the Mn spins, and an persist up to

temperatures as high as 940 K, aording to data pre-

sented in Fig. 6. It has been deteted in both wurzite

[26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34℄ and ubi [36℄ �lms de-
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FIG. 6: Magnetization as a funtion of magneti �eld and

temperature (inset) of a (Ga,Mn)N �lm grown by MBE show-

ing paramagneti and ferromagneti ontributions. The solid

line is alulated within the mean �eld approximation and

points to the ferromagneti transition temperature of 940 K

(after Sasaki et al. [31℄).

posited by MBE as well as in (Ga,Mn)N mirorystals

grown by ammonothermal method [35℄. Ferromagneti

ordering appears to result in the anomalous Hall e�et

[44℄ but not in the magneti irular dihroism [45℄. It

should be emphasized at this point that the usefulness

of ferromagneti semiondutors requires the existene

of a oupling between ferromagneti and semiondut-

ing properties, independently of the atual mirosopi

struture of the system. The room temperature ferro-

magneti order has been reported also in the ase of

(Ga,Cr)N [37, 38℄ and (Ga,Gd)N [39℄, while (Ga,Fe)N

shows indiations of ferromagnetism below 100 K [40℄.

At present, the above �ndings an be interpreted in a

number of ways. In partiular, it is known that in the

ase of (Ga,Mn)As [46, 47℄ and (Ga,Mn)Sb [48℄, magne-

tization may ontain a ontribution from ferromagneti

preipitates (MnAs and MnSb, respetively), whose rel-

ative role and magneti properties depend on the growth

onditions. By the same token, ferrimagneti Mn4N

[35, 50℄ and related ompounds are taken into onsid-

eration [49℄. As shown in Fig. 7, the presene of some

preipitates has indeed been deteted in (Ga,Mn)N [34℄.

Presumably, their hemial and magneti properties will

be soon determined, and it might beome lear why the

preipitates, despite their small size, exhibit ferromag-

neti, not superparamagneti behavior.

An interesting question then arises why the

Ga1−xMnxN alloy itself shows rather antiferromag-

neti than ferromagneti properties. Within the Zener

model, the absene of ferromagnetism an be assigned

to a strong loalization of the holes. However, within

ab initio LSDA theories, the ferromagnetism driven by

presence of these clusters by XRD, presumably because of

FIG. 7: Bright-�eld TEM mirograph of samples do not show-

ing (a) and showing (b) a ferromagneti behavior. The nm-

sale lusters are visible in (b), some of whih are highlighted

by arrows (after Dhar et al. [34℄).
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FIG. 8: The alulated Curie temperature of Ga1−xMnxN as

a funtion of the hole onentration in the valene band (after

[10℄).

the double exhange is expeted even if the holes oupy

the d

4
mid gap states [14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄. Atually, it is

possible that e�ets of the Mott-Anderson loalization

are underestimated within the LSDA and CPA and, a-

ordingly, the role of the ferromagneti double exhange

is overestimated. Alternatively, a phenomenon of self

ompensation an be involved leading to the appearane

of the Mn d

5
states, for whih no ferromagnetism is

to be expeted. In fat, this was the ase of �rst

(In,Mn)As layers, whih remained paramagneti and

n-type up Mn onentration x = 0.18 [51℄. Similarly,

it is now known that Mn interstitials at as double

donors in (Ga,Mn)As, and redue T
C

substantially in

the regime of large Mn onentrations [52, 53, 54℄.
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This leads us to still another senario [10℄, developed

within the d

5
+ h model of the Mn gap states. If the

ompensation is not too strong, an overlap between the

hole wave funtions will result in the loalization length

of the holes greater than the distane between the Mn

spins. Under suh onditions, the Zener model beomes

approximately valid, and an explain high values of T
C

without invoking preipitates of other ompounds, as

shown in Fig. 8 [10, 55℄. However, in order to explain

only partial partiipation of the magneti onstituent

in the ferromagneti order, we suggest the existene of

a phase segregation, whih does not hange tetrahedral

oordination. Furthermore, a double exhange [14℄ or

ferromagneti superexhange [56℄ an be involved in

some ases, partiularly in ompounds ontaining other

magneti elements than Mn.

QUANTUM SPINTRONIC DEVICES

It is known that weak spin deoherene and strong

spin-spin oupling are required to fabriate funtional

quantum gates of semiondutor quantum dots. Owing

to large energy gap and the weakness of spin-orbit inter-

ations, espeially long spin life times are to be expeted

in the nitrides. Figure 9 depits results of time-resolved

Faraday rotation, whih has been used to measure ele-

tron spin oherene in n-type GaN epilayers [57℄. De-

spite densities of harged threading disloations of 5×10
8

m

−2
, this oherene yields spin lifetimes of about 20 ns

at temperatures of 5 K, and persists up to room tem-

perature. Importantly, this low deoherene rate is ou-

pled in GaN with a small value of the dieletri onstant.

This enhanes harateristi energy sales for quantum

dot harging as well as for the exhange interation of

the eletrons residing on the neighboring dots. In view

of persisting advanes in nitride-based devie proessing,

we may witness a rapid progress in this �eld in a near

future.
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